
TampaPoolInstallation.com Frame Drop Agreement 

ADDENDUM TO CONTRACT REGARDING EXCAVATION OF POOL SITES FOR FRAME 
DROPS AND 1' DEEP CENTERS ON ABOVE GROUND POOL INSTALLATIONS


1. Site Access: 
A) Minimum 6'6” width.

B) Customer is responsible for the removal of fences and shrubs BEFORE the installation crew 
arrives.

C) Room to maneuver equipment.

D) Room to pile the excavated dirt.

E) Customer is required to call “811” to do utility line locate for “no cuts”.


2. Dirt: The amount of dirt excavated is sometimes equivalent to that of a small house. FMS 
does not haul the dirt. Leveling, shuttling, and loading the dirt is not included in the prices 
below.* Ask for an estimate.


3. Damage: 
A) Although we proceed with caution when excavating, unpreventable damage will sometimes 
occur; i.e. damage to grass, imprints in yard, breaking sprinkler lines, and cracking concrete. 
TampaPoolInstallation.com is not liable for the above-mentioned damage.

B) Excavating: We will notify utility companies before coming, but TampaPoolInstallation.com is 
not responsible for damage done to utility lines or septic systems.


4. Back-filling: The hole with will be substantially larger than the size of the actual pool. Some 
people put a deck over this area, while other back-fill with the on-site dirt. Back-filling is not 
recommended, nor is it included in our price. If you decide to back-fill, allow the pool bottom to 
settle for at least one week first. TampaPoolInstallation.com is not liable for any complications 
arising out of the pool being back-filled The pool manufacturer’s and the installation warranty 
terminate if the pool is back- filled over 2’.


5. Water: Construction must stop until the hole is dry and the ground is firm. The drying 
process sometimes takes months. For example: some pools initially started in rainy July won’t 
dry until October. 


2' FRAME DROP PRICES: 
12', 15' 18' - $400

12x24, 15x24, 15x26, 15x30, 21', 24', 27' - $500 

16x32, 18x33, 30', 33' - $600


1' DEEP CENTER PRICES: 
12' - $100 15' - $125 18' - $150 24' - $200 27' - $250 33' - $300


BY SIGNING BELOW, I AGREE TO ALL THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS SET FORTH ABOVE.


_______________________________________________________

SIGNED DATE


_______________________________________________________ 

PRINT

http://TampaPoolInstallation.com

